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PLHUCC LAUNCHING THE WEBINAR SERIES
2022 ON CURRENT BUSINESS TOPICS
In autumn 2022, the Polish-Hungarian Chamber of
Commerce will launch a series of webinars focusing
on topical business issues relevant to Polish-Hungarian
business life.
The first event will focus on current trends, problems
and issues in human resources.
Date: 29 September 2022, from 15.30 to 17.00, online.
The

event

will

feature

presentations

by Antal and Enloyd, two leading HR companies in the
two countries and beyond, and a presentation on
digitalisation by the head of Blue Colibri.
Find out more about our speakers and register now!

Read More

STUDENT MENTORING PROGRAMME
SEPTEMBER 22, 2022 LAUNCH EVENT IN
BUDAPEST

In autumn 2022 the Polish-Hungarian Chamber of Commerce launched its Student
Mentoring Programme, the launch event of which took place on 22 September 2022 at the
office of the Waclaw Felczak Foundation in Budapest.
During the opening ceremony, Anna Wisniewski, General Director of the Polish-Hungarian
Chamber of Commerce, introduced the Polish-Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and the
concept of the mentoring programme, furthermore presented the aims and plans of the
Student Mentor Programme. Gábor Deák, Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the
Waclaw Felczak Foundation, presented the programme's fit with the Foundation's
objectives. Zsolt Buzgó representing Enloyd from the HR industry talked about the
importance

of

such

programes

and

gaining

experience

for

deciding

future

professions. Marcin Pacholski, Member of the Board of Directors of the Chamber,
Treasurer, spoke about the details of the Programme and information on how to participate.
We thank all applicants for their interest, we are very pleased that we were able to host the
maximum number of students under the programme!

EXPO NEWS FROM KRAKOW

KOMPOZYT EXPO International Exhibition of
Composite Materials and Technologies

After a 2 year break, KOMPOZYT-EXPO will take place
again on 28 and 29 September 2022 at the EXPO in
Krakow. The fair is the most important event for the
composites industry in the Central and Eastern
European region, where many European associations
will be present.
To support young engineers, the organisers have set up
a demonstration zone where students can present
innovative projects.
For more details, please click here:
Read More

EVENTS

V4 Space Day 2022 – Stronger in Space Together
B2B
We would like to inform you that on 26 September
2022, the Hungarian Export Promotion Agency will
organise a conference entitled "V4 Space Day 2022 Stronger in Space Together B2B", which will include
inspiring plenary sessions and informative workshops.
The presentations will focus on exploring potential
synergies in the V4 space sectors and learning about
national business practices.
Read More

MEET A NEW MEMBER OF THE CHAMBER

Packeta Poland Sp. z o.o.

Packeta is a global digital platform for e-commerce, providing comprehensive
logistics services. Founded in 2010 in the Czech Republic by Simona Kijonkova as
Zásilkovna, within a decade it transformed into a holding company operating under the name
Packeta Group, with 14 entities. The company, quickly established itself as a leader in the
industry. Today, Packeta operates in 6 countries, delivers to 34 countries, has more than
11,500 of its own pick-up points, 92,000 partner points and works with more than 32,000
online stores. In 2021, it handled more than 73 million shipments. The company also helps
its partners develop business abroad, flexibly adapting the service to their needs.
Read More

BUSINESS NEWS FROM HUNGARY

Carbon regulation published and CIT payment
possible in EUR,USD
The task of the Polish-Hungarian Chamber of
Commerce is to provide up-to-date market information
in as many areas as possible. In cooperation with our
member company Peterka Partners we strive to present
the latest business news from Hungary.
Please read their latest news on carbon dioxide
emissions and the new corporate tax payment option:
https://www.peterkapartners.com
You can read the news in detail here:
Read More

Consumer habits in the Hungarian e-commerce
market

In this article, written in membership with Packeta, you can read the most important
information on e-commerce. In the short analysis, you will find insights on the rapid market
development, the most popular companies, the online shopping habits of Hungarians and
the most popular payment methods.
The analysis is available at the following link:
Read More
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